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Challenge

Activision’s Consumer Technology team challenged 

us to create an engaging social feature for the Call of 

Duty companion app that helps players connect 

with one another. 

Role

User Researcher | UX/UI Designer

Team

Ralph Buan | Christian Enriquez

Christian and I  worked collaboratively 

throughout the course of the project and took 

turns leading interviews and ideation sessions. 

Project 
Challenge
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How might we incorporate a player rating 
system that rewards positive behavior and 

encourages new relationships?  

Change Statement
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Stakeholder Interview
Mark Burmeister
Director

“We want players to play 
together, work together, 
socialize together.”

Drew Gallo
Senior UX Designer

“Finding someone you enjoy 
playing with through random 
games is extremely rare”

Alex BenBassat
Senior UI Designer

“How can we get users to play 
using their stats as collateral?”

The companion app team wants to create a new 
experience that serves the main game in a way that 
doesn't require studio approval or implementation. They 
want a social feature, unique to the companion app, that 
they'd have full control over. 

To jumpstart the research process, they guided us through 
possible ideas and topics, mainly around social 
interactions, such as squads, rewards, friend challenges, 
stats, and LFG. 

This initial meeting set expectations, limitations, and 
considerations for potential directions. We asked 
questions that pertain to both design and business goals.

For this brief, Activision's immediate goal is to help players 
play COD longer so that they are more likely to spend 
money.
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Companion AppCOD: Modern Warfare

● Overwhelming amount of 
features, disorienting to 
navigate through.

● Lack of content focus.

● Easier to manage friends 
across platforms.

● Steep learning curve for 
beginners.

● Voice chat enhances the play 
experience especially in team 
games like Warzone.

● Strategy plays a role to a 
team’s success.
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Secondary Research

I began my research by looking for journals and 

articles about the positive aspects of video games. 

For this project, I hoped to leverage the 

cooperative aspects of Call of Duty to encourage 

new social connections. Here are some of my key 

findings.

1
The values of a good game liken to that of a 
good home: embracing interactivity, 
learning from failure, striving to be better, 
and being conscious of one's decisions and 
how they affect people and the world 
around us.

2
Guilds are formal group structures within 
MMORPGs. These in-game communities 
encourage lasting relationships and 
promote cooperation among members.

3 Game mechanics that facilitate cooperation 
among players can lead to stronger social bonds .
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Competitive Analysis
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Heuristics Evaluation

Homepage

Navigation Content Quality

Visual Design

Features and Functionality

No  indication of app’s purpose

Cluttered with content and text

Lacking visual hierarchy

Unclear distinction between content areas

Primary nav bar uses jargon

Sub nav blends in, easy to miss

Buttons don’t contrast to background

No app wide search, only player search

Heading unclear, poor visibility

Densely packed content, not scannable

Catered toward core user

Action-oriented copy, serious tone

Consistently bland styling

Lacking visual appeal

Many flat, text-heavy sections

Heavy use of emphasis

Easy to manage friends

No clear distinction between reaction icons

Automatic add to squad

Comprehensive, not focused
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Netnography
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Domain 
Expert
Interviews

Geoff Moore
Senior Manager Product Creative

Homer By Begin

Brandon Caiting
Game Designer

Riot Games

Types of COD Players

1

2

3

4

The stereotype homophobic misogynists who 
are a vocal minority.

The 30+ year old nostalgia players.

The younger “kids”

The other. Smallest demographic but a very 
diverse group of people.

“Don’t make it parasitic. Let it be 
interesting by itself.”
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Target Audience Interviews

“When it comes to playing games, 
where you’re dealing with strangers, 
that if you meet a person who’s rather 
cool, you can tag them for special 
traits that they have that will be useful 
for later gameplay.”

- Sean

We conducted remote user interviews with Call of Duty players to better understand the game’s social 
dynamics and mechanics, specifically noting problem areas and opportunities. 

What stood out to us from these interviews is the idea of commending or tagging other players using special 
attributes, something we would continue to explore and research.
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Concept Development

Abstraction Laddering1 2 3Wireframes Hi-Fi Prototype
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQbx_hUyei0
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Results
The Activision stakeholders liked the idea of assigning positive 
attributes to other players. They imagined alternative use 
cases for the commend system (i.e. a good way for squad 
leaders to rate people in his squad.) This solution could be an 
effective way to combat toxicity and help high-quality players 
find other high-quality players. 

Value Propositions:

● An easy and fast way to befriend other players.

● The validation one gets after being commended.

● A way to identify others' playing styles and roles and to use 

that information for later gameplay.

● Formation of new teams and alliances.

● Combat toxicity and harassment.
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Reflections

Questions for further exploration:

1. How do we get players to engage with this feature?

2. What are the various triggers and rewards?

3. What are the different points to prompt to rate?

4. What's the incentive to rate other players?

Our idea is strong and pointed in the right direction. However, 
there were some things that we overlooked and failed to address 
such as the possibility of overwhelming users and the incentives 
for rating. 

We spent too much time building the high-fidelity prototype 
when we could’ve used that time to develop the solution more 
and address potential pain points. We also tried to cover too many 
bases instead of keeping it focused around a central goal.
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